Customize Your
Experience with Powerful
Tools for Payroll/Tax, HR, Time, and Benefits.
isolved is a single solution for all your mission-critical tasks: HR, payroll/tax,
time, ACA and benefits. The solution is built on workflows to automate tasks,
increase efficiencies, improve productivity, and boost employee engagement.

Payroll and Tax
Built from the ground up in the cloud, isolved is the
solution for all your payroll challenges. End the multilocation, multi-state tax filing nightmare and handle
garnishments, direct deposit and paycards with
ease. All data is secure and protected. Combine with
Employee Self-Service to empower employees and
create efficiencies.

isolved streamlines your people data, provides insight to
your workforce, identifies trends and drives performance.
Manage and strengthen your HR with configurable
reporting, executive dashboards, and streamlined
workflows. The HR functionality also empowers your
employees to manage their own information, freeing up
time for HR teams to focus on strategy.

• Manage jobs and salaries

• Track disciplinary actions
• Manage awards, education
and company assets

ACA
isolved’s single datebase streamlines the tracking
of employee hours for annual ACA reporting, pulling
information directly from the payroll and/or time
applications. With robust reporting to include anytime previews of populated ACA forms and backed by
AccuPay’s team of ACA experts, employers will find that
ACA reporting has never been easier.

isolved is a comprehensive, completely
scalable HCM platform for all your
mission-critical workforce tasks. Its
personalized user experience exceeds
expectations and is performance-ready
on any device.

Steamline new hire paperwork and processes with
isolved’s Onboarding platform. New hires can access
company information and forms before the first
day of work while customized workflows ensure all
documentation goes to the right place.

Time

HR

• Track mandated
certifications

Onboarding

isolved enables you to collect, manage, and process
employee time and attendance data more effectively.
Track and monitor meals, breaks, and overtime; use
geofencing to track employee locations for clocking in
and out; calculate and manage comp time; and monitor
errors for complete and accurate time cards. isolved’s
time and attendance is native to the isolved platform,
eliminating importing, exporting, and duplicate data
entry. It’s simple, fast and efficient.
• Rules-driven approach to
earning codes

• Wide variety of time
collection options

• Build shifts and schedules
for employees

• Powerful user interface
simplifies one-touch
punching

Benefits
Smooth out the complex task of managing
Employee Benefits with isolved. Set up your benefit
plans once, driving enrollment and deductions
throughout the system. You can also use available
carrier connections to communicate all life events
and other changes. With isolved, managing employee
benefit enrollment is easier than ever. The userfriendly benefits eligibility and enrollment functionality
offers a more engaging and intuitive experience,
allowing employees to navigate step-by-step through
the process.
Want to Know More?

info@accupay.com
https://accupay.com
317.885.7600

